Accountability framework: connecting commitment to progress in a justifiable and constructive way

Is your country/organization accountable?

COMMIT
My [organization/country] has committed to specific goals for women’s, children’s & adolescents’ health in the context of UHC, SDGs, and now COVID-19

YES    PARTIALLY    NO

PROGRESS
My [organization/country] is continuously making effective, efficient and equitable progress toward agreed goals

YES    PARTIALLY    NO

JUSTIFY
My [organization/country]’s decisions and actions are justified by evidence, rights and rule of law

YES    PARTIALLY    NO

IMPLEMENT
My [organization/country] monitors and reviews data, enacts remedies, and takes necessary action

YES    PARTIALLY    NO

All 4 steps are needed for effective accountability.

If you have marked “YES” to every question, that’s great! Accountability is ongoing and dynamic, so keep holding your country or organization to their commitments.

If you have marked any as “PARTIALLY” or “NO,” there is more work to be done. Make your voice heard and encourage your country or organization to keep evolving!